ADAPTS TO THE HEAD.
The X2’s Crown Fit Band allows for precise fit around the circumference of the head.

Fit Seeker® cinches around the back of the head and jaw pads to comfortably secure the helmet.

Interchangeable jaw and comfort pads offer an additional level of customization and comfort.

ADAPTS TO THE HIT.
Shock Bonnet® adapts the helmet’s compression to the magnitude and direction of the impact, reducing the sudden movement of the head.

SNAP BUCKLE
Precision Plastic Buckle with Smooth, Rounded Edge

FACEMASK CLIPS
Custom Designed Durable Plastic

FACEMASK
Carbon Steel with Polyethylene Powder Coating

CHIN CUP
Vented Synthetic Leather Soft Chin Cup Lined with Moisture-Wicking Fabric

CHINSTRAPS
High Strength Nylon Webbing with Abrasion-Resistant Polyurethane Coating

ENSURING A PROPER FIT
Fitting Youth players has never been easier. To learn how to properly fit the X2, watch the Fit Video on our website: www.xenith.com/X2fitvideo.
NEW XENITH X2™ FOOTBALL HELMET

Featuring Xenith Adaptive Head Protection®

The Xenith X2 football helmet features the same renowned Xenith Adaptive Head Protection system as the X1, with an even more customizable fit system, and a very affordable price for both high school and youth level players. For the high school or youth league that wants the best, and wants to be the best, the X2 is the answer.

The X2 is available in four sizes: S, M, L and XL. For instructions on how to properly size and fit the X2 helmet, watch the Fit Video on our website: www.xenith.com/X2fitvideo

XENITH X2™ FACEMASKS

Xenith offers 5 of the most popular facemask styles available in a variety of team colors. Xenith facemasks are made of carbon steel to ensure strength and are comparable in weight to other carbon steel facemasks. All 5 styles will accommodate any name brand eye shield or visor. The X2 should only be fitted with Xenith facemasks, and only Xenith facemask clips should be used.

Xenith facemasks are protected by a polyethylene powder coating that is designed for maximum durability and are offered in 13 colors. (Actual colors may very slightly from swatches below.)

BLACK
GREY
WHITE
NAVY
ROYAL BLUE
SCARLET
MAROON
GOLD
DARK GREEN
BURNT ORANGE
CARDINAL
PURPLE
KELLY GREEN

Manufacturer Certifies
Product Meets
NOCSAE
Applicable Standard

INJECTED SHELL COLORS

STANDARD PAINT COLORS

CUSTOM PAINT COLORS

SPECIALIZED FINISH

Metal Flake, Horns, Wings, Candy and Pearl available for an additional charge. Xenith also offers color matching. Send a sample helmet or color swatch to: Xenith, 672 Suffolk Street, Third Floor, Lowell, MA 01854.

Actual colors may very slightly from photos above. To view a Xenith Paint Swatch Book, please contact your Xenith Authorized Dealer or a Xenith Customer Service Representative at 866.888.2322, or send an email to customerservice@xenith.com.

Xenith warrants the helmet shell for five (5) years and the Shock Bonnet® (interior liner) including its components for two (2) years. The detailed warranty terms and conditions are available from your Dealer or Xenith.
NEW XENITH X2™ YOUTH FOOTBALL HELMET

Featuring Xenith Adaptive Head Protection®

The Xenith X2 Youth football helmet features the same renowned Xenith Adaptive Head Protection system as the X1, with an even more customizable fit system, and a very affordable price for youth leagues or high schools. For the youth league or high school that wants the best, and wants to be the best, the X2 is the answer.

The X2 Youth is available in three sizes: S, M and L. For instructions on how to properly size and fit the X2 helmet, watch the Fit Video on our website: www.xenith.com/X2fitvideo

XENITH X2™ YOUTH FACEMASKS

Xenith offers 3 of the most popular facemask styles available in a variety of team colors. Xenith Youth facemasks are made of carbon steel to ensure strength and are comparable in weight to other carbon steel facemasks. All 3 styles will accommodate any name brand eye shield or visor. The X2 should only be fitted with Xenith facemasks, and only Xenith facemask clips should be used.

FACEMASK COLORS

Xenith facemasks are protected by a polyethylene powder coating that is designed for maximum durability and are offered in 13 colors. (Actual colors may vary slightly from swatches below)

- BLACK 01000
- GREY 02000
- WHITE 03000
- NAVY 04000
- ROYAL BLUE 05000
- SCARLET 06000
- MAROON 07000
- GOLD 08000
- DARK GREEN 09000
- CARDINAL 11000
- BURNT ORANGE 10000
- PURPLE 13000
- KELLY GREEN 14000

XENITH X2™ YOUTH COMPONENTS

A635 Comfort Pad Set Sizes: Regular & Snug $20.00
A636 Comfort Pad - Front Sizes: Regular & Snug $9.00
A637 Comfort Pads - Temple [Pair] Sizes: Regular & Snug $9.00
A638 Comfort Pad - Front Crown Sizes: Regular & Snug $9.00
A639 Comfort Pad - Rear Crown Sizes: Regular & Snug $9.00
A640 Comfort Pad - Rear Sizes: Regular & Snug $9.00
A622 X2 Aware-Flow® Shock Absorbers Youth Jaw 1" $20.00
A622 X2 Aware-Flow® Shock Absorbers Youth Jaw 1 1/2" $20.00
A622 X2 Aware-Flow® Shock Absorbers Youth Jaw 2" $20.00
A502 X2 Youth Chin Cup Set Synthetic Leather Chin Cup with High and Low Straps Colors: Black, White $15.00
A501 X2 Youth Chin Cup Synthetic Leather Chin Cup with High Straps ONLY Colors: Black, White $12.00
A506 X2 Youth Low Chin Straps (Black / White) $4.00
A661 Fit Bands $7.00
A907 Cinch Strap Sizes: S, M, L, XL Colors: Black, White $7.00
9604 Facemask Clip, Youth - 10 Pack (4 per Helmet) $46.00
9606 Facemask Hardware Bag, Youth - Full Set $8.00
9618 Plastic Snap Buckle, Youth - 50 Pack (4 per Helmet) $65.00
A627 Xenith® X2™ Youth Repair Kit - White, Black $220.00
A631 Xenith® X2™ Youth Mini Repair Kit - White, Black $100.00

XENITH® X2™ YOUTH PERFORMANCE SERVICES

- $120 for Team Sets (4 or more)
- $100 for Individual Sets (1-3)
- $50 for Individual Repairs

INJECTED SHELL COLORS

- BLACK 01000
- GREY 02000
- WHITE 03000
- NAVY 04000
- ROYAL BLUE 05000
- SCARLET 06000
- CARDINAL 11000
- BURNT ORANGE 10000
- GOLD 08000
- DARK GREEN 09000

STANDARD PAINT COLORS

- MET. SILVER 02101
- MET. VEGAS GOLD 08104

Manufacturer Certifies Product Meets Applicable Standard

NOCSAE

Xenith warrants the helmet shell for five (5) years and the Shock Bonnet® (interior liner) including its components for two (2) years. The detailed warranty terms and conditions are available from your Dealer or Xenith.

Actual colors may vary slightly from photos above. To view a Xenith Paint Swatch Book, please contact your Xenith Authorized Dealer or a Xenith Customer Service Representative at 866.888.2322, or send an email to customerservice@xenith.com.